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the last of our comparatives, malwarebytes joins the ranks of the elite, with its latest offering
adding only four days to the running time of the most recent. the trial was installed and updated
with a 176mb installer, and updates were quick and smooth. a brief survey was offered during

installation, and here we saw a warning for the uac system, with a box to tick if the user was not
familiar with the system, which may explain the slightly longer average set-up time. clearly keen
to establish its credentials as a respectable player, bitdefender has taken the time to provide an
installer with the bare minimum of options for all but the most basic users. the installer package
itself was only 70mb, and while the main program could be started with a simple click, additional
tools had to be downloaded, and you could also not move or minimize the main window. as we
have seen in the past, the main window itself has a nice clean look which we like, and while the
companys main page does not offer much information, it does allow you to set up a scan and
begin cleaning. a brief survey is offered during installation, and here we saw a warning for the

uac system, and a box to tick if the user was not familiar with the system, which may explain the
slightly longer average set-up time. the average update time was quite good at 5.4 minutes, with

two updates in the final run taking up a little over ten minutes. the companys test history now
shows two updates and one pass from three runs. returning to symantec, we have the latest

offering from the british firm. this time the installer was only 53mb, and the update process was
quick and relatively uneventful. the companys survey offers some interesting questions, with the
largest sub-category being how familiar the user is with current virus and attack methods, and

here we saw a warning for the uac system, and a box to tick if the user was not familiar with the
system, which may explain the slightly longer average set-up time. the average update time was

quite good at 5.1 minutes, with two updates in the final run taking up a little over six minutes.
the companys test history now shows two updates and two passes from three runs.
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can find on the market. it has
got an excellent security and
protects you against spyware,
adware and other malicious
software. this antivirus can

scan and delete viruses from
your pc with the one-click
scanning. this kaspersky

internet security 2010 is easy
to use and does not require

any special training. the
kaspersky internet security

2010 supports a wide range of
networks: home, office, and
small business. kaspersky
internet security 2010 is a

reliable antivirus software and
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safe for your system. it has got
the smart protection, which

protects you against virus with
just one click. it will keep you

safe and secure even when you
are not using the internet. it is
the best security software for
protecting your device from

viruses, spyware, pop-up, and
other malicious threats. it will

block unwanted spam and
phishing, and it is fast and

lightweight. kaspersky internet
security 2010 is an advanced
antivirus software for your pc,

tablet, and smartphone. it
gives you the best security and
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protection that no other
software can give. it is the best
antivirus software that protects
you from dangerous websites

and malware on the internet. it
is a reliable security software

for protecting your laptop,
desktop, and mobile phone.
kaspersky internet security
2010 is an efficient antivirus

software that works on the pc,
tablet, and mobile phone. it will
keep you safe and secure with
the protection of the firewall,
antivirus, popup blocker, and
more. it can protect you from
malicious software, adware,
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spyware, and phishing. it
comes with the feature to
protect your pc, tablet and
mobile phone. 5ec8ef588b
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